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Introduction 
In this paper I study totally transcendental (tt) theories of modules in a general 
setting, and with a strong emphasis on model-theoretic (as opposed to algebraic) 
techniques. In particular, I am able to characterize fundamental stability-theoretic 
concepts such as non-forking independence, regularity and weight. Although the 
theorems on independence are not new, in my proofs I try to emphasize how 
algebraic properties follow naturally from the general properties of totally 
transcendental theories. Among other things, I am able to recover the existence 
and basic facts about compact (pure-injective) hulls as a consequence of these 
properties. 
One of the important ideas underlying this work is that S,(0), the set of l-types 
over 0, is a natural analogue of the ideal lattice of a ring. Throughout this paper I 
will relate the general results to a specific theory T:, that of existentially closed 
modules over a Noetherian ring A, where in fact S,(0) ‘is’ the ideal lattice of A. 
This analogy has been noted by other authors and exploited to great effect. In 
particular, see the work of Prest [25-281. 
Using the ideas described above I am able to prove two important theorems 
about tt theories of modules. First I provide an entirely model-theoretic proof of 
Garavaglia’s theorem [9] that every tt module can be written uniquely as a direct 
sum of indecomposable modules. In this proof I use my characterization of the 
stability-theoretic concept of weight to avoid the use of an algebraic result, the 
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Krull-Remak-Schmidt-Azumaya lemma. Then I prove a decomposition 
theorem for S,(O) which, by the analogy between S,(0) and the ideal lattice, is a 
generalization of Lesieur and Croisot’s extension of the classic Lasker-Noether 
normal decomposition theorem for ideals in a commutative Noetherian ring. 
The elementary model-theoretic facts about modules over a fixed ring A 
actually depend only on the fact that positive primitive formulas define 
subgroups, not on any explicit ring-theoretic properties of the ring A. Thus I am 
able to present this paper in the broader context of E. Fisher’s abeliun structures 
[6]. All of the standard results on pp-elimination of quantifiers, stability, and so 
on, go through without modification. This general context is important for one 
application that I make of the ideas discussed here, namely to the study of 
topological modules (see [ 141). 
In Section 1 I collect together the elementary definitions and results from the 
literature that I need. The only substantial result is the pp-elimination of 
quantifiers. This allows us to characterize the stability of modules, and I use these 
characterizations to develop a few well-known properties of totally transcendental 
modules. Sometimes the proofs I sketch differ slightly from the standard ones, 
since I wish to develop these properties as consequences of stability theory. 
In Section 2 I discuss non-forking independence. At the beginning, the results 
are general, but I concentrate on tt modules towards the end. The starting point 
is Garavaglia’s 1980 characterization [lo] of independence, but with an elemen- 
tary proof due to Makkai. One of the purposes in presenting these proofs is to 
emphasize exactly what their algebraic (module-theoretic) content is. It is not 
very much; and this emphasis is important because I want to show how certain 
algebraic facts are consequences of the general stability-theoretic properties of 
the theories of modules under consideration. 
In the remaining sections I confine myself to the study of tt theories of modules 
T. Mostly I make the additional assumption that T is closed under products. As 
will be seen, such an assumption is innocuous for the applications that I have in 
mind. 
In Section 3 I study regularity, weight and indecomposable modules. The first 
major result is the existence, uniqueness and minimality of the compact hull H(q) 
of a type over 0. Then I characterize those types in S,(0) which are strongly 
regular. For the theories TT, mentioned above, with A commutative, they are 
exactly the types corresponding to prime ideals, and in fact for more general 
theories of tt modules, the strongly regular l-types over 0 provide a good 
substitute for the prime ideals of a commutative Noetherian ring. Finally I 
characterize weight. A particularly useful result is that a type q over 0 has weight 
1 iff H(q) is indecomposable. 
In Section 4 I use the results of the preceding sections to prove the two 
decomposition theorems mentioned above. They are both fairly direct conse- 
quences of properties of tt theories. The existence of a decomposition as 
described in Garavaglia’s theorem follows essentially from the fact that for any tt 
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theory T, if ZJI < % k T, then there is a strongly regular type over M realized in N, 
using my characterizations of regularity and indecomposability. The uniqueness 
of the decomposition follows from the fact that dimension is well defined for 
weight-l types. (Pillay and Prest were aware that such a proof might exist. I thank 
them for encouraging me to complete and publish these results.) The ‘normal 
decomposition’ theorem follows almost directly from the strongly regular 
decomposition of types. 
In Section 5 I make some historical remarks and comments on the work of 
other people which overlaps or extends my results. 
The reader should be familiar with the elements of stability theory, including 
the basic facts about orthogonality, regularity, and weight. The principal 
reference is Makkai’s survey [19] but of course every thing can be found in 
Shelah’s book [33]. Othere references are the works of Lascar and Poizat [16,17] 
and Harnik and Harrington [ll]. 
My notation is fairly standard and I make just a few comments now. “ ::= ” is 
used for definitions: “A ::= expression” means “A is defined to be ‘expression’ “. 
As has become customary, I assume that all sets, sequences and so on are small 
subsets of some very large saturated model (5 of the complete theory under 
consideration. Q is called the monster model or Shelah universe. S,(A) is the set 
of all n-types over A; S,(A) is the class of all types over A in any sequence of 
variables. Types over K are called ideal types and are distinguished orthographi- 
cally: p E S(0). For @ a formula or set of formulas and A a set, @[A] ::= 
{a EA 1 k @[a]}. For 2, 2’ formulas or sets of formulas, Z t Z’ means Z[O] c 
Z’[O]. I usually abbreviate. t(a, O), the type of Q over 0, as t(u). B b, C means B 
is independent from C over A, that is, t(B, A U C) is a non-forking extension of 
t(B, A). If p is a stationary type, domain of p c M, then p ( M is the unique 
non-forking extension of p to M. In the case where prime extensions exist (e.g., tt 
theories), M(A) denotes the unique prime extension of M UA, and if p E S,(M), 
M(p) is M(u), where a realizes p. 
1. Abstract modules and stability theory 
1.0. Definition. (i) An abstract module (mostly I just say module) is an ubelian 
structure in the sense of E. Fisher [6]. So a module is a many-sorted structure 
mm= ((W),,s; - * . ) where among the (sorted) operations and relations on 2JiJ are 
binary +, unary -, and nullary 0, such that for each s E S, (M,, +s, -s, 0,) is an 
abelian group, and such that any additional operations are group homomorph- 
isms, any additional relations are subgroups. 
(ii) Associated with any abelian structure are the corresponding many-sorted 
language L (with, in particular, sorted variables) and its many-sorted model 
theory. x : : y means that x and y are of the same length and the sorts match. 
(iii) A positive primitive formula (ppf) is a formula of the form 
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PY) Ak<n cyk(x, y) for some n, where for each k < II, ak is an atomic formula of 
L. 
(iv) Let YJ& % be modules, f :M + N. f is an embedding (f : 2J2 c ‘iJl> if for 
every atomic formula (u(x) and m E M, ,U k a[m] a % k c~[f(m)]. 
For a full and very formal treatment of the many-sorted logic associated with 
abelian structures, the reader is referred to the first two sections of Fisher’s article 
[6]. The main point to keep in mind is that virtually all the differences with 
ordinary (l-sorted) model theory are notational rather than fundamental. The 
one significant difference is in fact one of the strongest motivations for a 
many-sorted approach: every element of a model belongs to exactly one of the 
predetermined list of sorts, even if there are infinitely many sorts. Of course an 
interpretation of many-sorted logic into ordinary logic loses this property. 
Natural examples of abelian structures abound. Among them are ordinary 
modules over a ring A, chain complexes of modules, additive group-valued 
functors on an abelian category (for all of which, see [6]). In addition I introduce 
in [13] and [14] a new class of examples, those arising from the study of 
topological modules in the topological language L, by the methods that I discuss 
there. 
Abelian structures are the natural starting point for the study of the model 
theory of ordinary modules, for reasons which I will try to make clear now. The 
fundamental fact about the first-order logic of (ordinary) modules is the family of 
theorems due to Baur, Monk and others which describes first-order properties of 
modules in terms of positive primitive formulas. Since parameter free ppf’s define 
subgroups, the proof of this fundamental fact lies entirely within the theory of 
abelian groups. Thus the proof of the fundamental fact does not depend on any 
facts about the operations and relations beyond +, -, 0 other than that they give 
rise to the property just mentioned. Although we may be primarily interested in 
ordinary modules over a ring A, it is important always to keep the more general 
context in mind, because of the applications to the interesting examples 
mentioned above. 
Throughout this paper I will use the theories TT, of existentially closed unitary 
(left) A-modules over a Noetherian ring A as illustrative examples. Many of the 
major results of this paper, when specialized to such theories, involve standard 
concepts of Noetherian ring theory or become classical theorems of algebra. The 
results I report are from Chapter II of my dissertation [13] where I treat the 
general case when A is a coherent ring. Most of the early results (i.e. those 
concerning forking and independence, but not those concerning orthogonality 
and regularity) were discovered independently and about the same time by E. 
Bouscaren and reported in her thesis [2] and paper [3]. My research was inspired 
by an example of Poizat [24], the theory of linearly closed vector spaces with 
operator. 
The additional symbols for the language L of left A-modules consist of unary 
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operation symbols n(e), one for each k E A. For background I refer the reader to 
the paper of Eklof and Sabbagh [5] where the model complete theory T: of 
existentially closed unitary left A-modules over a coherent ring A is developed. 
At this point I only remind the reader of a few details. If m E M, a module, 
arm(m) is {h E A 1 kn = 0}, a left ideal of A. If Z is a (left) ideal, E(AlZ) is the 
injective envelope of the cyclic module A/Z. Then TA is obtained as the complete 
theory of the module M,, where 
M,, = Cl3 (E(A/Z)@O) 1 Z an ideal of A). 
Since TT, is the model completion of a universal theory, it has elimination of 
quantifiers. Furthermore, for any left ideal Z there is a model M and m E M such 
that arm(m) = I. I will occasionally use the fact that for any M, E(M) is an 
essential extension of M, that is, if N is a submodule of E(M), then N n M # (0). 
1.1. Lemma. (i) Zf 4 is a ppf, then so is (3x) c$. Zf $J and q are ppf’s, then 
$I A I) is logically equivalent to a ppf. 
(ii) Zf 4(x) is a ppf, then @ is additive, that is, for every abstract module XR, 
%Rk (V4 Y)]@(X) A G(Y)-+ 4(x -Y)l. 
[‘X-Y”::= “(x0+ (-y,J, x1 + (-yi), . . .)“). Thus if the sorts of x are s= 
so, . . . > G-~>, then $04 is a subgroup of MS, x . . . x I&_,. 
(iii) Zf $(x, u) is a ppf, a :: u, a E M, then 
3.R k W Y)]+, a)-+ (+(Y, a) ++ 44~ -Y, O))l. 
Thus for every a : : v, $[M, a) is either 0 or a coset of $[M, 0) in 
MS, x * - * x MS”_, (A-, s as in (ii)). As a consequence, for any a, b :: u, 4(x, a) 
and @(x, b) are contradictory or equivalent. 
(iv) Ppf’s factor across direct sums, that is, for every ppf 4(x), every pair of 
modules 5IJI,‘31 and every me&Z, HEN, m::n::x, 2?JiCf9~Yl~~[(m,n)] if
Y.Rk c)[m] and 91 L +[n]. 
(v) For ppf’s $(x), v(x), let C$ fl q ::= ‘$J A q’, let 
@ + IZ’ ::= ‘(3Y, E)[$(Y) A q(Z) AX =Y + Z]‘, 
let r$ c q :: = ??JI k (Vx)[$(x)+ v(x)]. Let L,(9.R) be the set of equivalence classes 
of ppf ‘s in x by the relation ‘-’ where$-~iifS(@c~)r\(3C#). Let 
O::=‘x=0’, l::=‘x=x’. 
Then (Lx(~); n, +, 0, 1) . 1s a bounded modular lattice with induced order C. 
Proof. All these are quite elementary and well known. The main property (ii) 
follows directly from the form of ppf’s and the fact that the operations and 
relations are themselves group homomorphisms and subgroups. Cl 
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1.2. Definition. Let G(x), q(x) be ppf’s over 0. Then Ind(YJ& $, IZJ) is 
]@[M] : ($I A q)[M]] (the group-theoretic index) if finite, ‘w’ otherwise. Note that 
if x is of sort S, then by part (ii) above, these formulas define subgroups of the 
abelian group MS, so the formula makes sense. The various Ind@J& $, 111) are 
called the invariants of YE 
1.3. Theorem (Monk [21], Baur [l]). (i) Let Y& % be modules. Then .YJl = Yl if 
for allppf’s e(x), V(x), Ind(~, G, 111) = Ind(‘R A V). 
(ii) Zf %J? is a module, G(x) a formula in the language of i?X, then there is a 
Boolean combination IJJ(X) of ppf’s such that Ju L (VX)[$(X) * q(x)]. 
Part (ii) is the single most important elementary fact about the model theory of 
modules, referred to as ‘the pp-elimination of quantifiers’. For a nice proof, I 
refer the reader to Ziegler [35]. One should note that Ziegler’s proof eliminates 
quantifiers one at a time by a group-theoretic/combinatorial argument, so the 
many-sorted context of abstract modules has no effect whatsoever on the proof, 
once Lemma 1.1 (ii), (iii) is noted. 
1.4. Definition. Let p = t(a, M) be a complete type in a complete theory T of 
abstract modules, m a submodule of a model of T. 
(9 P+ ::= t+(a, M) ::= {@ 1 4 ppf, qJ ep}, 
(ii) p- ::= t-(a, M) ::= (~$1 @ ppf, i+ EP}, 
(iii) p* ::= tf(a, M) ::=p+ up-. 
Note that the submodule generated by a set A is in the definable closure of A, 
so that it is sufficient to consider types over modules. 
1.5. Lemma. (i) pc determines p- and conversely. 
(ii) p+ tp. 
Because the theories TT, have complete elimination of quantities, p+ can be 
given a simpler form. An equation of a over M is a formula Ci &xi + m = 0 such 
that k Ci Aiai + m = 0. p+ can be taken to be the set of all equations of CL over M. 
To each formula of the form of an equation there corresponds (Ai, . . . , A,, m) E 
A” CD M. The set E of all such is called the module of equations of a over M. 
Clearly the A-module (Ai” @ M)/E contains elements u’ satisfying p+, namely 
(LO,. . . ,O;O)lE,. . . , (0,. . . , 1; 0)/E. E can also be regarded as a module- 
homomorphism f from a submodule Z of A” into M, and sometimes this is the 
most convenient way of treating types. Thus a type over M can be represented as 
a triple (I, f, M) where Z is a submodule of An and f is a homomorphism of Z into 
M. From the model completeness of TT, it is easy to see that there is one-to-one 
correspondence between such triples and the n-types over M. The case where a is 
a single element and M = (0) is especially interesting. The equations of u over M 
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are then formulas “Ax = O”, so t(a, (0)) (= t(a, 0)) is nothing more than 
“arm(x) = I” for some left ideal I of A. In general it will be seen that the l-types 
over 0 of an arbitrary theory of abstract modules provide a fruitful generalization 
of the (left) ideals of a ring A. 
We have the following easy characterization: Let M c N. A type (J, g, N) is an 
extension of a type (I, f, M) iff I c J, f = g r I, I = g-‘[Ml. 
1.6. Theorem ((i) Baur [l], (ii), (iii) MacIntyre and Garavaglia [8]; for a proof 
see [35]). We say that a module is stable if its complete theory is. Let 2?JI be a 
module. 
(i) m is stable. 
(ii) %R is superstable iff there is no infinite descending sequence of pp-definable 
subgroups of YJI, each of infinite index in its predecessor. 
(iii) Y.R is totally transcendental iff there is no infinite properly descending 
sequence of pp-definable subgroups of 2X. 
These are all fairly straightforward from the definitions and the pp-elimination 
of quantifiers. It should be noted that in (ii) and (iii) we only need to consider 
formulas in one variable. (iii) is the result of main interest for me, so I indicate 
two ways of rephrasing it: 
(iii’) ?E is not tt iff there is a sequence (~i(X))i<o of ppf’s such that for all 
i < Wj m L (vx)[4i+l + $i], and for all i < W, Ind(?J.R, pi, ~i+l) 2 2. 
(iii”) A complete theory T of modules is tt iff for each sort s, x :: s, there is no 
sequence (pi(x))i<co of complete types over 0 in x such that p+ spi++* for each 
i < w. 
Thus “T is tt” is exactly a Noetherian condition on the pp l-types over 0. I 
exploit this to develop analogies between the ideal theory in a Noetherian ring 
and the type structure of T. 
In the theories T:, A coherent, the l-types over 0 are in l-l correspondence 
with the left ideals of A via “t(a, 0) *arm(a)“, as noted before. Thus we see 
immediately that T: is tt iff A is Noetherian. In fact more is true: TT, satisfies 
another important property to be considered here, namely it is closed under 
products. (This can be easily seen from the model completeness of Ti.) By 
considering the invariants together with l.l(iv), for all $, $J, Ind(!?J$ c$, $J) is 
either 1 or ~0. Thus by the characterization (iii’) of tt theories, we have in fact that 
TT, is tt iff TT, is ss iff A is Noetherian. For a complete proof of these facts from 
first principles, the reader is referred to [13, II 2.51. 
1.7. Definition. Let ZR, %J be modules, f :M --, N. f is a pure embedding, and we 
write f :2X <ppf Y2 iff for every ppf G(X) and m E M, 
MWbl iff ~WfQ41. 
Because of the pp-elimination of quantifiers the concept of pure embedding is 
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of central importance. Notice that for any %R, %, %R <rpfJU @ 8, and also notice 
that .A < % implies that n <rpf’%. 
1.8. Proposition (Ziegler [35, Corollary 2.21). Suppose YJI <ppf%. Then 3 is tt 
iff both 9JI and !IJIuz/% are tt. 
The result follows by an easy argument on the characterization of tt modules in 
terms of the invariants. 
1.9. Definition. Let YD be a module. 
(i) %! is compact (also: algebraically compact, equationally compact) if for 
every x, possibly infinite, and every set E(x) of atomic formulas with parameters 
in D?, if E is finitely satisfiable in Y.R, then 2 is satisfiable in ?!.R. That is, if for all 
finite 2’ c 2, m != (3x)&X’(x) then m l= (3x)r\-YQ). 
(ii) m is pure-injective iff for every ?R, ‘P, homomorphism f : Yi!* XR and pure 
embedding g : 8 + Yl’, there is a homomorphism f’ : !Jl’+ ilJ2 such that f =f’ og. 
1.10. Lemma (Fisher [6]; for another discussion and many more references see 
[34]). Let 9JI be a module. The following are equivalent: 
(i) D? is compact. 
(ii) E is pure-injective. 
(iii) 1.9(i) holds for E(x) any set of ppf’s with parameters in 32. 
(iv) m is a direct summand of every pure extension. 
The proofs are all elementary and similar to the well-known analogues for 
injectivity. 
1.11. Theorem (Garavaglia [S]). Let %R be a module. The following are 
equivalent: 
(i) %! is totally transcendental. 
(ii) ?l@“) is compact for all cardinals K. 
(iii) YJP”’ is compact. 
I have stated this theorem in its full strength, but all that I actually need is that 
every tt module E is compact, which is much easier. In fact, this is an almost 
immediate consequence of the Noetherian characterization of tt modules. For 
Garavaglia’s proof see [8, Lemma 61. 
For the tt theories TT, (i.e., A Noetherian) because of the elimination of 
quantifiers ‘pure-injective’ simplifies to ‘injective’. Thus every model of TT, is 
injective. 
1.12. Corollary. Let % be tt, & xppf 8. Then YJ2 is a direct summand of YI. In 
particular, if 2JI < YI, then for some A c N, N = M + A (dir). 
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Proof. YJI -c,,~~‘% implies that %R is tt by (1.8), and so %’ is compact by the 
theorem and a direct summand of % by (1.10). q 
Thus if T is a tt theory of modules, a its universe, “A is a pure submodule of 
0” and “A is a direct summand of V are equivalent. 
1.13. Remarks In the remaining sections of this paper the following assumption 
about a complete theory T of modules will be of central importance: 
(T = TN”): Th e c ass 1 of modules of T is closed under finite direct products. 
By considering the elementary invariants associated with T, it is easy to see that 
the following are all equivalent: 
(i) T = TKo. 
(ii) For any ppf’s @(x), V(X) and YXb T, Ind(!R, 4, r/~) is 1 or a~. 
(iii) For any m t= T, YJl x YJI k T. 
(iv) Th e c a 1 ss f o models of T is closed under arbitrary direct sums. 
(v) If Y.R L T, N is a direct summand of a model of T, then 9.R @ N L T. 
Note that if T = TKo, 0 is the only element algebraic over 0. For many 
algebraic applications, the assumption T = TN” is innocuous, for if n is any 
module, then n is a direct summand of Y.k%) and T = Th(J@‘) satisfies T = TKo. 
Since pp formulas factor across direct sums, those facts about 9X which can be 
expressed in terms of pp formulas can usually be dealt with in T just as easily as 
in Th(!lJQ. This assumption is especially useful since then the forking relation has 
a particularly simple characterization. For the study of tt modules, the assumption 
is safe, because by the characterization of tt modules, if D is tt, then so is 98’0). 
Unfortunately the ideas and methods that I will present in the next few sections 
will not generalize to the study of superstable modules in a natural or obvious 
way, since if 92 is not tt, then YJ8Ko) is not superstable. (Again this is easy to see 
by considering invariants). Note that by the characterization by Eklof and 
Sabbagh of TT, already mentioned, TT, is closed under products. 
2. Forking and independence 
In this section I discuss Garavaglia’s characterization of (non-forking) inde- 
pendence in theories of modules [lo], and develop from that characterization the 
basic ideas needed to relate the various algebraic concepts in which I am 
interested to stability theory. Garavaglia only states a simple version of the 
theorem, but his proof actually contains the stronger version as stated by Pillay 
and Prest [23]. The proof and very general abstract statement of the result given 
here is due to M. Makkai, and is similar to the treatment of the topic by M. 
Ziegler [35; 11.1, 11.21. The main idea is already inherent in Garavaglia’s proof in 
[W 
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2.0. Theorem. Assume that (i) T is a complete stable theory, (ii) every formula is 
equivalent (modulo T) to a Boolean combination of positive primitive formulas, 
and (iii) if m, $5 are models of T, then Y.R x % k T. 
Then, if p c q are complete types, q is a non-forking extension of p iff p+ b q+. 
Furthermore, all types are stationary. 
Proof. First note that by (ii) p+ determines p for all types p. Also note that even 
in this general case, ppf’s factor across finite direct products. 
It suffices to prove: 
( * ) For every A, every p E S(A), there is a unique p E S(E) such that p CF and 
p+ Q5’. 
If ( * ) holds, then necessarily every A-automorphism of E leaves p fixed, that is 
@} is the (unique) small orbit of ideal extensions of p under A-automorphisms of 
6. Hence p is the unique non-forking extension of p to 6. The result follows 
immediately. 
If ( * ) is in fact true, then it must be the case that p is the type axiomatized by 
.Y :=p+ U {l@(x, b) 1 b E E, p+X @(x, b), $ a ppf}. 
Clearly, if 2 is consistent, it axiomatizes a complete type over E, so the proof of 
the theorem reduces to the problem of showing that ,Y is consistent. 
If 2 is not consistent, then for some &(x, bi), ppf's such that 
p+X &(x7 bi) (i <a), 
(* *) p+kiyn#i(xI bi)* 
But p+X ~i(X, bi), SO there are ci E &, LP+[c~], Fl@i(ci, bi) for each i <n. NOW 
since a ppf can be checked component by component across a direct product, 
by (ii) and (iii) the diagonal embedding A: K+ a” is elementary. Let c be 
the sequence in Q” whose i-th projection is Ci. NOW 0” kp'(c') and 
K” ~-M#Q[c, A(b,)], the latter since it holds in the i-th projection. Therefore 
g” LlVi<n +i[c, A(b contradicting (* * ) since A is elementary. 0 
Garavaglia’s characterization from [lo] follows easily along lines suggested by 
his original proof: 
2.1. Corollary (Garavaglia [lo]), (T = TX”). Q IL b ifs for all ppf’s #(x, y) over 
0, k $[a, bl . ~1 im ies ~$[a, 01. (Equivalently, L#J[~, b] implies L$[O, b].) 
2.2. Corollary (T = TX”). Suppose a :: 6. Then a Al, b implies that 
t+(a + b) = t’(a) n t+(b). 
Proof. Suppose a & b. t’(a + b) 2 t’(a) fl t+(b) since ppf’s are additive (l.l(iv)). 
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On the other hand, suppose 4(x) E t’(a + 6). Let $J(x, y) := $(x + y). Thus 
k ~[a, b], and since 3 is clearly a ppf, by (2.1), L ~#[a, 0] and k q[O, b]. That is, 
k $[a] and b @PI, so G(x) E t’(u) l-l t+(b). El 
This apparently trivial corollary has far reaching consequences. It was one of 
the first facts that I noticed about independence in T;. It allows me to establish a 
relationship between ‘Lascar products’ of types and the intersection of their pp 
parts, thus yielding (by way of the stability-theoretic regular decomposition of 
types) an II -decomposition for S,(0) (T = TKo, T tt) paralleling the Lasker- 
Noether primary decomposition of ideals. Corollary 2.2 clearly generalizes to 
arbitrary (possibly infinite) sequences a and b as long as a :: b. 
I will now illustrate the behaviour of independence in modules by examining 
the theories TT, more closely. The reader should recall the facts and notation 
from the beginning of Section 1 and following 1 S, 1.6, 1 .ll, and 1.12. In what 
follows, for a left ideal Z of A, let ‘/I be the least cardinal such that Z has a 
generating set of cardinal yr, and let y(A) be the least cardinal greater than yI for 
all left ideals I. (So A is Noetherian iff y(A) G K,.) In general, A is any coherent 
ring. 
2.3. Corollary (T;T). Let A4 c N. Then q = (J, g, N) is a non-forking extension 
of p = (I, f, M) iff J = Z and g = f. Hence, in particular, p is a non-forking 
extension of (I, f, f [I]) and (I, f, M) ’ b 1s use on a set of curdinulity yI, so every d 
type is based on a set of cardinal@ <y(A). 
Proof. q is an extension of p if Z c J, g r Z = f, and Z = g-‘[Ml. Clearly, if J = Z 
and g = f, then p+ F q+, that is, q is a non-forking extension of p. On the other 
hand, clearly (I, f, 44) I- (Z, f, N), so if q is a non-forking extension of p, by 
stationarity (I, f, N) = (J, g, N). 
2.4. Theorem (T:). Let .9(A) denote the lattice of left ideals of A ordered by 
inclusion, let [a, bj denote the closed interval in .9(A) between a and b, let I_I 
denote the disjoint union of partially ordered sets, let * denote the converse of a 
partial order. 
The Luscur-Poizut fundamental order [17] of l-types of T: is isomorphic to 
Ll {UZ, AI* II E WI). 
Proof. Recall the following elementary facts from [17; immediately following 
2.11: The minimal classes of the fundamental order are in l-l correspondence 
with the types over 0, and distinct types over 0 have no common extension in the 
fundamental order. Thus since the l-types over 0 of TT, correspond to the left 
ideals of A, it will be enough to show that the fundamental order among the 
extensions of “annx = I” is isomorphic to [Z, A]l*. As has already been remarked, 
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the extensions of “ann x = I” have the form (J, g, N) for some N, where Z c .Z and 
ker(g) = Z, and all such occur by model completeness. 
By Corollary 2.3, the class of (.Z, g, N) in the fundamental order depends only 
on .Z and g, not on ZV, and furthermore (.Z, g, N) and (J’, g’, N’) must be in 
distinct classes if .Z #.Z’. So all that remains is to see that the class of (.Z, g, N) 
does not depend on g, and to determine the order. 
Suppose now that M k TT, and p = (J, g, M) is such a type over M. A formula 
~(x,v):=:~++j<n~j~j=O is represented in p iff A E .Z and 6~j = 0 for all j < IZ 
implies that 6h E Z = ker(g). For clearly, if @ is represented in p by (mj ( j < IZ ), 
then Cj<n pjmj E M and SO by the definition of p = (J, g), A E J and Cj<n pjmj = 
g(A). NOW Cj<n CliVj = g(A) has a solution in M, a model of T:, iff 0 = 6pj for all 
j <n implies that 0 = &g(A) (the condition for the consistency of a system of 
equations). But 0 = 6g(il) iff 0 = g(U) iff 6il E ker(g) = I. Thus the fact that $J be 
represented or not depends only on Z and .Z, not on g or M. 
A formula of the form -U#I is always represented in p if Cj<n ~jVj can be made 
different from g(A) (if the latter is defined at all). If A. $ Z, then the choice of 
vi = 0 for all j < IZ will do, and so such a -@ is always represented. If il E I, -w$ is 
represented in p if Cj<n /+mj # 0 for some (mj ] j < n) in M, a condition 
independent of Z, J, and g, i.e., depending only on the form of @ itself. 
Any formula $J(x, V) is equivalent to a positive Boolean combination of 
formulas of the form of $ or -$. Hence, by the above arguments, the class of p 
in the fundamental order depends only on the pair (5, Z = ker(g)) and not on g or 
M. In particular, for the fundamental order between extensions of “ann x = I” it 
suffices to check only the formulas of the form of #, since the representation of 
formulas of the form of 14 depends only on I, which is fixed. Clearly if 
q = (J’, g’, M) is another such type, by the above characterization q represents at 
least as many formulas like $J as p does iff J’ 2 J; hence the theorem follows 
immediately. 0 
2.5. Remark. By the same argument, it follows that the fundamental order on 
the n-types of T: is isomorphic to fl {[I, AnI* ] Z a submodule of An}. 
2.6. Corollary (T:). Let p = (J, g, M) be a type, Z = ker(g). Then U(p), the 
Lascar rank of p, is the ordinal v(J) defined by: v(J) is the least ordinal greater 
than v(J’) for all J’ 3 J, if such exists, or 00. 
Remarks. The result is immediate by Theorem 2.4. In this regard it is interesting 
to note the following two results due to Bouscaren [2], [3], 
(i) (J, g, M) is ranked by U iff the A-module A/J is Noetherian. 
(ii) Let R denote Morley rank. p = (J, g, M) is ranked by R iff J is finitely 
generated and A/J is Noetherian, in which case R(p) = U(p). 
2.7. Theorem (T:) “Non-forking independence = linear independence”. 
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(i) 1f A, B, C are A-modules, then B &A C iff (A + B) n (A + C) = A. 
In particular, if A c C, then B CL~ C iff B II C c A. 
(ii) Let (A;);el be A-modules. Then {A; 1 i E I} is independent (over 0) iff 
CielAi is direct. Hence, if Q; EA; and C;etA; is direct, then {a; 1 i E I} is 
independent. 
(iii) 1f M is a A-module, (m;);cr are tuples in K, then {mi 1 i E I} is independent 
over M iff for every family {li 1 i E I} c A, l; :: m;, l; = 0 for all but finitely many 
i E I, Cict l; . m; E M implies that li * mi E M for all i E I. 
Note. for finite sequences 3, E A, m E M of the same length, 1. m :: = CjAjmj. 
Proof. (i) Without loss of generality A c C. 
(+) Suppose m E B n C and B &A C. Thus t(m, C) is the non-forking exten- 
sion of t(m, A). Now t(m, C) is represented by (A, f, C) with f (1) = m, since 
m E C, and by Corollary 2.3, t(m, A) is represented by (A, f, A). In particular, 
m=f(l)EA, thus BflCcA. 
( + ) I must show that for every finite b E B, t(b, C) is the non-forking 
extension of t(b, A). Let t(b, C) = (I, f, C). By 2.3 it is enough to show that 
f [I] c A. Let I E I. Then 3, . b + f (1) = 0. Now f(k) E C, but also f(k) = -3, - b E 
B, so f(k) E B n C c A. 
(ii) Note that C;.rA; is generated as a module by U;E,A;. C;s;A; is direct iff 
for every j E I, (CisI\(j) A;) fl A; = (0) iff for every j E J, (C;sr\(j) A;) & Aj iff for 
every i l J, (UieI\{jf A;) ct, A; iff {A; I i E I} is independent. 
(iii) For each i E I let A; be the module generated by m; U M (so for any family 
of sequences (~;);sI as described, 3L; -mi E A;). NOW (mi)ie, is independent over M 
iff (A;);,t is independent over M iff (C;tl,(j) Ai) fl Aj c M for all j E I (by (i)) iff 
for all families (k;);e; as described, all j E I, a = C- ;t;\(j) 2.; * m, E Aj implies that 
a E M, and the latter is easily seen to be equivalent to the condition of (iii). 
Remarks. Now I return to the study of abstract modules, and begin to develop 
the facts about totally transcendental modules which will allow me to recover the 
algebraic idea of the compact hull of a module from stability theory. In addition I 
provide the generalizations of the preceding theorem to abstract modules which 
show how non-forking independence and linear independence are related. 
The first Proposition 2.8 is part of a purely algebraic characterization of 
non-forking independence, and is actually one direction of a result originally due 
to Garavaglia [lo, Theorem l] in the case A = 0 and in a more general version to 
Pillay and Prest [23, Theorem 5.31. A weak converse is given by Lemma 2.10; the 
strongest converse (i.e., the other direction of [23, 5.31 involves some use of the 
algebraic theory of compact hulls. 
The next Proposition 2.9 ties together this algebraic characterization of 
independence and the structural result 1.12 for tt modules, to begin the 
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stability-theoretic development of the concept of compact hull. This proposition, 
although very easy, is of central importance in this context and the idea is used to 
great effect in the work of Prest [2.5-281 and Ziegler [35]. 
2.8. Proposition (T = TN”). Suppose N + O,A,N,,NIcNandN=No+A+ 
NI (dir). Then No & NI . 
Proof. Let bi E Ni (i E 2). I must show that t(b,, A U b,) is a non-forking 
extension of t(b,, A). By 2.0 it is enough to show that for every ppf 4(x,, x1, a) 
over A, if k #[b,, bi, a], then there is a ppf rj~(x,,, a’) over A such that 
k VW,, a’1 and b (~.G)[v( x0, a’)- c$(_ro, bI a)]. For IJ I take the formula 
@(x0, 0, a). Now since N <rpf a:, N k @[b,, bl, a], and since ppfs factor across 
direct sums, N b $[b,, 0, a] and so Ek ~[b,, a]. In particular, @[@Y, bl, a) and 
$[a, 0, a) are the same coset of $J[@?, 0, 0), so E k (Vxo)[~ --, #] as required. 0 
2.9. Proposition (T = T ‘O, T tt). Let p E S,(0), M k T, M(p 1 M) =,+,, M CBA. 
Let (m, a) realize p 1 M. Then (0, u) realizes p ( M, in particular, p is realized in 
A. 
Proof. Recall that p 1 M is the unique non-forking extension of p to M. Recall 
also that by 1.12 M(p ( M), the prime extension of M realizing p I M, has a 
representation as M $A. Next note that if p is trivial (i.e., the type of 0), then 
A = (0) and I am done. So assume the p is non-trivial, and let (m, a) realize 
p ( M in M CBA with u f 0. By 2.8, Mb (0, u). Thus it suffices to prove that 
t’((0, a), 0) =p+. F’ ix some assignment x of variables of the appropriate sorts to 
(m, u). In each ppf @(x) only finitely many of the variables x actually occur of 
course. 
Since ppf’s factor across direct sums, for any ppf $, L @[(m, a)] + 
b qb[ (0, a)], so t’( (0, a)) up+. On the other hand, since (m, a) realizes p I M, 
(m, a) CL M, and so in particular, (m, a) CL -(m, 0). By 2.2, 
t+((m, a)) 17 t+(-( m, 0)) = t+((O, a>), 
and so t’((0, a)) cp+. Cl 
2.10. Lemma (T = TKn). (i) Suppose (Ai)ier are submodules of E, independent 
over 0. Then CierAi is direct. 
(ii) In addition, suppose that T is tt and for each i E I, Ai -+CS. Then 
Ciet Ai <ppf 0. 
Proof. (i) Assume CisrAi is not direct. Then there are (Uj)i~n taken from distinct 
Aj’s (i E I), each non-zero, but Cjs, Uj = 0. Consider the ppf 
@(x,y)::=“x+y,+***+y,=O”. 
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I have k $~[a,, a,, . . . , a,] A ~$[a~, 0, . . . , 01. Hence, by 2.1, a. 5 {al, . . . , a,}, 
contradicting the independence of (Ai)i,k 
(ii) Let M t= T, {M} U {Ai 1 i E Z} independent. Then N = M + CisrAi is direct 
by part (i), so it suffices to show that N i Q. Well order {Ai ] i E Z} as 
{A, 1 a < K} and let MD cN be defined as M+C a<PA, for each /3 5 K. Thus 
M,, = M, i’t4, = N and (AcZ~)~<~ is an increasing continuous chain. I prove by 
induction on p G K that i’$ < &. The result is clear at successor stages by 1.12(v) 
since A, <ppf 0 for each p. So suppose p = lJ p is a limit ordinal. Then since 
(M&c#J is an increasing continuous chain of pure substructures of Q, MB -QE, 
and by 1.12 and 1.13(v), A$ -C 0. 
Remarks. With regards to (ii), if T # T%, it is not always true that a direct sum 
of summands of Q is isomorphic to a summand of a. If T is not tt, it is not always 
true that a direct sum of compact pure submodules of Q is compact. 
2.11. Corollary (T = T*“, tt). Suppose Ai+,,fK for each i EZ. Then (Ai)ier is 
independent over fl iff Ci.rAi is direct and pure in E. 
Proof. Immediate by 2.8 and 2.10. 
Remark (T:). Let pi = (Zi, h, Mi) (i E 2) be types. Let po $pl ::= (IO $ Z,, fo $ 
fi, MO + M,). Then p. CB p1 is a complete type over MO + M1 and is in fact, the 
usual Lascar product of p. 1 (MO + M,) and p1 I (MO + M,). This is immediate by 
2.3. If p. and p1 are l-types over 0 (so Z,, Z, are ideals and completely determine 
p. and p1 respectively), then 2.2 tells us that the Lascar product p. @pl is 
determined by Z. fl Z,. 0 
3. tt modules: regularity, weight and indecomposables 
Throughout this section, unless otherwise stated, T is a complete totally 
transcendental theory of abstract modules satisfying T = TKo. L is the language of 
T, and if I must refer to sorts, notation is as in 1.0. For such a T, recall the 
following basic facts from Section 2: all types are stationary; if A is a direct 
summand of CX and M k T, then M Cl3 A k T; and if M < N are models of T, then 
N zM M $ A for some A. I will continue to illustrate the results of this section by 
reference to the theories T:, which are tt iff A is Noetherian. Often I use the 
special nature of the theories TT, to extend the results to all such theories, not just 
the tt ones, so in general A may be any coherent ring. 
3.0. Definition Let A # (0) be a direct summand of &. p E S,(0) is critical in A if 
p+ is maximal (under C) in {t’(u, 0) I O#u EA}. p E S,(0) is critical if for some 
A -Cppf a:, p is critical in A. Prest uses the same terminology [25, 26, 281. 
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3.1. Theorem. (i) Every non-zero direct summand A of @ contains an element 
realizing a critical type. 
(ii) Let p E SI(0) b e critical. Let C#I up+ be minimal under +, that is, I= $I + $J 
for all I+V E p+. Then p is strongly regular (sr) via $I. 
Proof. (i) is immediate by the characterization of tt theories of modules in the 
form 1.6(iii”). 
(ii) Such a $ exists because T is tt. Suppose p+ is maximal under c in 
{t’(a, 0) ] 0 #a E A}, p = t(ao, 0), a, E A. Let M k T. Then M 63 A != T, in fact 
M < M $A. By the characterization of sr types (see, e.g., [19, DE]) it is enough 
to show that any a E M $ A \ M satisfying $ satisfies p. 1 M. 
So suppose a E M 69 A \M satisfies 4. Then a = (m, b) for some m E M and 
b E A, b # 0. Since ppf’s factor across direct sums, A k #[b]. Now @ is minimal in 
p+, thus t+(b, 0) xp+. But 0 #b E A, and p is critical, so t+(b, 0) =p+, that is, 
t(b, 0) =p. Also, since $J is minimal in p+, and L $[a], p+ c t+(a, 0). But 
a = (m, b), so t’(a, 0)~ t+(b, O)=p’. Therefore t(a, O)=p. 
To check that a & M I use 2.1. Let V(X, y) be a ppf over 0, (n, 0) elements of 
M, and suppose that k v[a, (n, O)]. Taking the projection onto A, k q[b, 01. 
But t+(b, 0) =p+ = t+(a, 0) hence 1 q[a, 01. Thus a & M. 
Hence p is sr via @. 0 
3.2. Corollary. Let p be a type of T. Then p is non-orthogonal to some sr l-type q 
over 0. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, p E S(M) for some M k T. Let N = M(p). Then 
M < N and for some A, N=:M M Cl3 A. By 3.1, A realizes a sr l-type q over 0, say 
by a, and by the characterization of independence (2.8), a CL M. So q 1 M is 
realized in M(p), and by one of the characterizations of orthogonality (see, for 
instance [19, D19’]), q 1 MAp. III 
Remarks. In Chapter I of my Ph.D. thesis [13] I study tt theories with the above 
property, calling them basic. Although this seems to be a very restrictive 
condition, 3.2 shows that there are many mathematically interesting basic 
theories. The basic tt theories form a proper subset of the non-multidimensional 
tt theories. I need a simple lemma about prime models in tt nmd theories [13, 
Proposition 12.31. I sketch the proof only; for details I refer the reader to my 
thesis, but familiarity with [16] or [19] should suffice. 
3.3. Lemma. Let T be tt nmd, M k T. Then M(A) is minimal over M U A, for any 
set A. 
Proof. Suppose M c M UA c N 5 M(A). Then since T is tt, there is 
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b E M(A)\N such that t(b, N) is strongly regular; since T is nmd, t(b, N) is non- 
orthogonal to some sr type q over M, and again since T is tt, q 1 N is realized in 
M(A)\N. So without loss of generality, b CL~ N. Since A c N, b IL~A. But A 
dominates M(A) over M so b &,M(A), contradicting b E M(A) \M. 0 
Remarks. The trick used in Corollary 3.2 to construct a type q not orthogonal to 
a given type p is actually much more general than the current situation would 
indicate. In his work (independent of mine) M. Prest used this construction to 
great advantage (he calls q p*) and as a consequence of Prest’s work it is 
immediate that every tt theory of modules is basic, in fact in any complete theory 
of modules whatsoever, every type is non-orthogonal to a type over $3, regular if 
the given type was regular. The full result again depends to a certain extent on 
some information about compact hulls. 
The construction of Theorem 3.1 can also be made more general as Prest’s 
work shows. In the general case, a direct summand of E need not realize a critical 
type, but if it does this type is regular, and every regular l-type over 0 is critical. 
The outline of the proof in the general case is the same, but again it seems to 
require some prior results from the theory of compact hulls. See [26] for details. 
I now have the necessary tools at hand to construct the compact hulls in the 
case T = TXo, tt: 
3.4. Theorem. (i) For any set A there is a unique (up to isomorphism ouer A) set 
B <ppfO, A c B, called the compact hull of A in Cs, B = H(A), such that if 
A c N -+O, then there is a pure embedding f : B-N fixing A. 
(ii) Let p = t(A, 0). Th en f or any M k T, M(p 1 M) ~~44 CI3 H(A). So in 
particular, H(A) can be recovered as M(p IM)/M for some (any) M k T. I write 
H(p) : : = H(A). 
(ii’) Suppose M < CI, M CL A. Then there is a copy of H(A) 2 A such that 
M(A) = M + H(A) (dir). 
(iii) H(A) is minimal over A in the following sense: A c N-c~~~H(A) j 
N = H(A). 
(iv) A dominates H(A) over 0. 
Remark. Recall that since T is tt, N xpptE implies that N is compact, in 
particular, H(A) is compact. 
Proof. Fix ML T, let p = t(A, 0). F or some B, M(p ) M) = M @ B and without 
loss of generality A c B (by 2.9). I claim that B = H(A) as described. 
By 3.3, M(p ) M) is minimal over M U A and so if A c N -$ B then, since 
M @N is also a model containing M U A, N = B. Thus (iii) is proved. 
Now suppose N L T, N(p ( N) = N @ C, and again without loss of generality, 
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A c C. But p 1 N is realized in N $ B, thus, for some D, 
N$C@D=,v”,z,N@B. 
Since the isomorphism fixes N, C @ D =:A B, and so A c C <ppf B. Thus C = B. 
Thus (ii) is proved; (ii’) is a simple rephrasing of (ii) in light of the 
characterizations of independence. 
Thus H(A) = H(p) = B is well-defined with properties (ii) and (iii). For (i) 
suppose that A c N Kppf E. Let M b T, M CL A. By (ii), M(A) = M 63 H(A). Now 
M$NkTandAcN, so M(A)<M@N. Thusforsome C, 
M@H(A)$C=:,,,M@N, 
so H(A) @ C =A N; in particular, we have a pure embedding H(A) i,,, N fixing 
A. If H’ is any other submodule of K with this property, then it follows that there 
are embeddings A c H’ qppf H(A), so by (iii), H’ = H(A). 
For (iv) I must show that for all X, X& A implies that XCL H(A). Pick some 
XIL A, pick M k T, M & X U H(A). Then XCL MA. Now M(A) = M @H(A) since 
M II, A, and A dominates M(A) over M. Thus X CL M H(A), and by the choice 
of M, XCL H(A). 0 
Remarks. The hulls produced in 3.4 are the T-injective hulls of Prest [25]. They 
are also treated in a somewhat different fashion by Ziegler [35] where all the 
elements of the theory of compact hulls are thoroughly explored. The idea was 
first developed fully by Fisher [6], and has been explored from a purely algebraic 
standpoint by several authors. For further references consult the three papers 
cited as well as the survey [34]. See also Prest [28]. 
I do not need to use very much about compact hulls in what follows, but it 
would certainly be interesting to go through the papers of Prest and Ziegler and 
see how much can be rephrased in suitable terms and proved by entirely 
model-theoretic means. One should note, however, that my model-theoretic 
approach depends strongly on the assumption T = TKo, T tt and so the theorems 
like 3.4 are only special cases of the results cited above. 
In the case of the theories T:, the compact hulls are the injective envelopes. 
The important result 3.4(iv) holds for any coherent A, and when A is Noetherian, 
so that T: is tt, we have: 
3.4a. Proposition. Let M k T:, q E S,(M), b kq, b E M(q). Then M(q) =M 
E(M U {b}) and in particular, if b CL M, then M(q) zM M 43 E(b). 
3.5. Theorem. Let p E S,(0). Let $I up+ be minimal (under +). The following 
are equivalent : 
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(i) p is sr via some q. 
(ii) p is ST via $I. 
(iii) p is critical in H(p). 
(iv) p is critical. 
Proof. (iv) 3 (ii) is exactly 3.l(ii), and (ii)+(i) and (iii) 3 (iv) are both 
immediate. The proof is completed by showing that (ii) + (iii) (easy) and 
(i) 3 (ii) (which is surprisingly difficult, and relies on a subtle treatment of pp 
formulas), Similar theorems hold in a more general context, as discovered 
independently by Prest [26, Theorems 20-231 and Ziegler [35, 11.41. 
(ii) * (iii). Supp ose 0 # c E H(p), t+(c, 0) xpf. Then $ E t+(c, 0). Let M k T, 
M(p 1 M) = M 63 H(p). Now k@[(O, c)], (0, c) $ M, hence, since p is sr via $, 
(0, c) satisfies p 1 M. Hence t’(c, 0) =p+, that is, p is critical in H(p). 
(i)+(ii). Suppose p is sr via q. Clearly, if r/~‘+ ly and 3’ EP, then p is sr via 
q’. Since $J is minimal in p+, without loss of generality by the pp-elimination of 
quantifiers, q has the form # A A\i<nlmj where the aj’s are all ppf’s. 
Claim. Let b E H(p), b #O, L $[b]. Then t+(b) =p+. 
The claim suffices to prove the theorem for the following reasons: Suppose 
MkT,soM(pIM)=M@H(p),and( m, c) E M(p 1 M) satisfies $. I must show 
that (m, c) satisfies p 1 M. Since (m, c) satisfies $ which is minimal in p+, then 
p+ c t’( (m, c), 0). But c also satisfies $I since ppf’s factor through direct sums, 
so by the claim, t’(c, 0) =p+. Thus t’( (m, c), 0) =p+. Suppose p is a ppf, 
(n, 0) EM, kP[(m, c), (n, O)]. Taking the projection onto H(p), #[c, 01, so 
p E t+(c, 0) =p+ = t’( ( m, c), 0). Thus bp[ (m, c), (0, 0)] and so by 2.1, 
(m, c) CL M. Thus (m, c) satisfies p I M. 
Now I prove the claim. Let M i= T, M’ = M(p I M) = M @H(p), and N= 
M’ @H(p). Let a EM’ realize p I M. Consider (a, b) EN. Clearly k+[(a, b)]. 
Since klaj[a] for eachjcn, blaj[(a, b)] for eachj<n. Therefore hq[(a, b)]. 
But N = M’(p I M’) and p is sr via ~JJ, b #O (hence (a, b) cf M’), so (a, b) 
realizes p I M’. 
Consider, for each j < IZ the formula aj(X - (a, 0)), a ppf over M. If 
kaJ(a, b) - (a, 0)], then, since (a, b) IL M’, kaj[(a, b) - (0, 0)], a contradic- 
tion. Thus for each j<n, klaj[(a, b) - (a, 0)], i.e., F-IcY~[(O, b)]. But aj is a 
ppf, SO klaj[b]. Thus, since k @[b], I have b v[b]. 
Now, in M’ = M(p I M) = M 63 H(p), b E H(p), b # 0, and kq[b]. Since p is sr 
via +, b satisfies p ( M. In particular, t+(b) = p+. 
Remarks. This result is quite interesting in the special case of the theories Ti, 
and extends in a natural way to all such theories, not just the tt ones. Recall that 
l-types over 0 correspond to left ideals of A, so the problem is really to decide 
which ideals correspond to regular l-types over 0. These are the critical left ideals 
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as defined by Lambek and Michler [15, Proposition 2.71, and as we will see, many 
of their properties as shown in [15] are reflections of the fact that they determine 
regular types. Of course, if we assume that A is Noetherian in the following 
theorem, it reduces to an immediate corollary of Theorem 3.5, but the digression 
to the more general case is interesting and instructive. Recall that E(X) is the 
injective envelope of the set X and that the left ideal I is critical if the 
corresponding type is critical in E(A/Z) (that is, Z is maximal among the 
annihilators of non-zero elements of E(A/Z)). 
3.6. Theorem (TR A any coherent ring). Let p E S,(0), determined by the left 
ideal 1. 
(i) p is regular iff Z is critical. 
(ii) Zf Z is finitely generated, then p is regular iff p is strongly regular iff p is sr 
via the formula “ann x 1 I”. 
(iii) Zf A is commutative, then p is regular iff Z is prime. 
Proof. (iii) follows immediately from (i) since in a commutative ring A, Z is prime 
iff Z is critical. (Clearly for an element A/Z of A/Z, the annihilator ann(A/Z) 3 Z. 
Now E(A/Z) is an esssential extension of A/Z, so Z is a maximal annihilator of 
non-zero elements of E(A/Z) iff Z is a maximal annihilator of non-zero elements 
of A/Z iff for all A E A, il E Z, ann(A/Z) = Z iff for all h E A, Iz $ Z, uk E Z implies 
that p E I, that is, iff Z is prime.) 
The proof of (i) and (ii) contains several subtleties. Note that the description in 
(ii) of sr types holds in arbitrary T:, not just the tt ones. The first thing that I 
prove is that if I is critical and @(x) is the set of equations “arm(x) 2 I”, then p 
and $ satisfy the characterization of sr types in tt theories, that is, there are 
models M K N k TA such that for every a E @[N\M], t(a, M) is a non-forking 
extension of p. (For details on this result, see Shelah [33, V, Exercise 3.181 and 
Makkai [19, D.151.) I then imitate the usual proof that every sr type is regular 
(see, e.g., Lascar [16, Proposition 6.31) to show that p is regular. In fact, the 
proof shows more: it shows that p and the set 4 satisfy the definition of sr type 
(which requires that $ be a formula): for any q with 4 c q either p is orthogonal 
to q or p is parallel to q. (For details on this definition refer to [33, V, Definition 
3.5, Exercise 3.101, [16, 2.61 and [19, D.131). When Z is finitely generated, G(x) is 
equivalent to a single formula, so parts of both (i) and (ii) are proved. To 
complete the proof it will suffice to show that if p is regular, then Z is critical. 
Now assume that Z is critical. Let M k TT, and let N:= M CD E(A/Z), so M <N. 
Clearly p 1 M is realized in N by (0, l/Z). I show that for any (m, b ) E N \ M (so 
b #to), ann((m, b)) 2 Z implies that (m, b) satisfies p ( M. But ann((m, 6)) = 
arm(m) rl arm(b) 3 I, so arm(b) 1 Z and since Z is critical, b # 0, arm(b) = Z and 
thus ann( (m, b)) = 1. That is, (m, b) satisfies p. I only have to check that 
(m, b) &M. Suppose that ;\(m, b) + (n, 0) = (0,O). Then Ab =0 so AEZ, and 
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thus ), (m, b ) = (0,O). Hence by Theorem 2.7(iii), (m, b ) & M. Thus p and $(x) 
satisfy the above mentioned characterization of sr types. 
Now I show that if q is any type, 4(x) c q, then p I q or p I( q. Since p is a 
stationary type over 0, p I( q iff q is a non-forking extension of p. Assume that 
r$(x) c q and that q is either a forking extension of p or not an extension of p. I 
will show that p I q. Comparing this with the definitions ([33, V, Definition 1.2 
and V, Definition 3.5, Exercise 3.101, see also [19, D.6, 0.131) this is enough to 
show that p is sr via G(x). 
Let M 2 dam(q); without loss of generality M is an injective model of TT, [5, 
4.71. Let p1 and q1 be the non-forking extensions of p, q respectively to M and let 
N = M @ E(A/Z). N is also an injective model of T:. p1 is realized in N\M by 
a:= (0, l/Z), but not even q: is realized in N\M. For q: I> #(x) and by the 
preceding paragraph, the only elements of N\M satisfying @J(X) are those 
satisfying pl. Let b realize q 1. It suffices to show that a CL~ b, and by the 
characterization of independence (2.7(iii)), I must show that if kAa + ,ub + m = 0 
(A, p E A, m EM), then ila, pb E 44. Let z(y) := {Aa + py + m = 0} U q:(y). 
E(y) is a consistent set of equations (satisfied by b) with parameters from the 
injective module N, so z(y) is satisfied in N, say by c. But then c satisfies q:, so 
c $ N\M, that is, c E M. So since Ua + PC + m = 0 with PC, m E M, ,lu E M also. 
Thus ,ub EM as well, and a bLA b. Therefore p I q. 
Now I show that if p is regular, then Z is critical. Let E = E(A/Z). Suppose that 
J 3 I, 0 # b E E, arm(b) =.Z. Since E is an essential extension of A/Z, b and l/Z 
satisfy some non-trivial equation: Of&/Z = ,uOb for some ilo, p0 E A. In 
particular, p0 4 J. Consider 
A := E(A/Z) Cl3 (0) c B := E(A/Z) tI3 E(A/Z). 
Let uO:= (0, l/Z) and a 1 := (l/Z, b). Let pi := t(ui, A) (i E 2). Clearly p,, is the 
non-forking extension of p to A but p1 is a forking extension of p to A (Aal = 0 iff 
il E Z IIZ = Z so p1 extends p, but if A EJ\Z then 0 # A.u, CA). Therefore by 
the regularity of p, p. I pl, hence a, bLA a,. But ,~~a] - Aouo = (poll, 0) E A, 
and Aouo = (0, iloll) $ A, contradicting a, CL, a,. Thus Z is critical. 0 
Remarks. The next result shows how the basic model-theoretic relation of 
orthogonality between types is related to common concepts of algebra in the 
theories T:. For this, recall that if Z is a left ideal of A and A E A, then 
Z:A::= {p 1 pjl EZ} is a left ideal of A. 
It is an easy exercise on the definition of orthogonality [33, V, Definition 1.11, 
and recalling the characterization of independence (2.3, 2.7), to see that two 
types pi = (Zi, J;, Mi), Zi c Am1 (i E 2), are orthogonal iff for any type (J, g, M), 
M 3 MO + Ml, .I c Amoem’, such that (J, g) restricted to the first m, components is 
(IO, fo) (that is, u := (Ai, O)i<mo E J iff b := (Ai)i<mo E Zo and for such a,b, g(a) = 
f(b)), and similarly for the last ml components, then .Z = Zo@Zl and hence 
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g =fO C3fi. Because of the simple nature of non-forking extensions (2.3), I 
immediately obtain the following result. Recall that two types po, p1 over the 
same set M are weakly orthogonal if po(xo) UpI is a complete type (x0, xi 
disjoint). If this is the case, the condition above automatically holds, so p. I pl. 
This contrasts strongly with the general case of stable theories where weak 
orthogonality implies orthogonality only for types over u-models, and even with 
the general tt case, where weak orthogonality implies orthogonality only for types 
over models. In all the theories T:, weak orthogonality implies orthogonality for 
types over any A-module. 
3.7. Theorem (Ti). Let pi E S,(g), pi determined by Zi (i E 2). Then 
polpl iff ~~~o~~~~~)[(~o:~o=~~:~~~~(~o~~o~~~~~~~l. 
Proof. ( 3 ) Assume that p. I p1 and that Z,: A, = Z, : il,. Let .Z be the left ideal 
generated by Z. $I1 U {(A,, Al)}, let g:J+ (0). Now a typical element of .Z is 
(y. + a&, p1 + c&) where pi E 4 and (Y E A. If, say pi + a& = 0, then C& E Z1, 
hence (Y E Zi : 3Li = Zo: Ao, so p. + @A0 E Z,. Thus, since p. I pl, by the characteriza- 
tion mentioned above, J = Z, C3 Z,, that is, A, E Z, and A1 E Z,. 
( @ ) Suppose poKpI. Thus by the remarks preceding this theorem, there is J, 
a submodule of A@A, such that .Z fl (A@ (0)) = Z,$ {0}, J rl ((0) $ A) = 
(0) CI3 Z,, but J #IO CD Z1. In particular, there is (A,, ;1i) E .Z\Z, $ Ii, but A0 $ IO, 
;1,$Zi. Nowa:~Z~:il~iff &.,~Z~iff (~~o,O)~J;anda(Ao,A,)=(~~o,cuil,)~J; 
so aEZo:Aoiff (O,a&)E.Ziff a:EZi:Ai. 0 
Remarks. Note that if IO: A0 = Zi : Al and A0 E Z,, then necessarily A, E Z, as well so 
I could just as well have written ‘A ’ in the consequent of the right hand side of 
the equivalence. The theorem generalizes easily to a many-variable version but I 
will not need it: Let pi E S,,(O), pi =Zi c Am’(i E 2). Then po Ipi iff 
(W.&i){ (IO : b = Z, : &) += (&, E Z, v a, E Z,)], where for Z c A”, 3L E A”, 
Z:l::={a~Al al~Z}. 
It is natural then to confuse l-types over 0 with the ideals that determine them 
and to write Z, I Zi to mean that the types “annx = lo” and “ann x = Zi” are 
orthogonal. Recall that in a commutative ring A we say that a prime ideal P 
belongs to an ideal Z, or is an associated prime ideal of I, if for some A, P = Z : il. 
(See, for instance [32, Theorem 4.161 and the paper of Lambek and Michler 
already referred to [15, material preceding Proposition 2.21.) Thus, for a prime 
ideal P, P belongs to Z iff P,XZ, and in fact, in the non-commutative Noetherian 
case, a critical ideal P belongs to Z iff PAZ. A basic property of b in tt theories 
is ‘transitivity through sr types’, that is, if p,X(q,Xr and 4 is sr, then p,Xr. Thus: 
3.8. Corollary (Ti). Let A be (left 1 commutative) Noetherian, Z,, Z, (left) ideals. 
Then IO I ZI iff no (critical left 1 prime) ideal belongs to both lo and Z,. 
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3.9. Corollary (Ti). IO I Z, iff E(AIZo) and E(AlZ,) have no non-zero direct 
summand in common. 
Proof. ( + ) Suppose IO I Zi. Then by orthogonality, for any Ui E 6 with 
ann(a,) = Zi (i E 2), a, tl~ a,, and so by 3.4(iv), E(aJ CL E(a,). But E(AlZJ = 
E(a,) (i E 2) so if the E(A/ZJ have a non-zero direct summand E in common, then 
(by a suitable automorphism of a) there is an isomorphic copy E(a;) of E(A/ZJ 
with E(a,) fl E(a;) = E. Thus, by 2.7, E(a,),& E(a,), a contradiction. 
(G) Suppose Z,,XZ,. Th en by 3.7 there are Ai $ Zi (i E 2) such that lo:& = 
Z1 :Al = J, say, (.Z #A). Therefore there are ei E A/Zi with ann(ei) = .Z (i E 2). Hence 
each E(A/Zi) has E(A/.Z) #O as a direct summand since E(A/.Z) = E(ei) 
(iE2). 0 
Remarks. The strong relationship between strongly regular types and critical or 
prime ideals motivates the following definition. The results of the next section on 
unique decomposition of types will completely justify this usage. I now return to 
the general context of this section: T is a complete tt theory of abstract modules 
satisfying T = T”“. 
3.10. Definition. (i)p is a pseudo-prime iff p is a sr l-type over 0, that is, iff p is 
critical. 
(ii) Let qO, q1 E S,(0), types in the same variables. q. rl q1 is the unique type 
r E S&3) (whose existence is assured by Corollary 2.2) such that rf = qO+ rl q:. 
(iii) q E S*(0) is irreducible if q = q1 fl q2 implies that q1 = q or q2 = q. 
(iv) Let A be a submodule of E (usually A -c~~~CI). A is indecomposable if 
Ao, AI CA, A =A0 +A, (dir) implies that A0 = (0) or A, = (0). 
Remark. In the case of the theories T :, q E S,(O) is irreducible just in case the 
ideal determining q is irreducible. We have seen that when A is left Noetherian, p 
is a pseudo-prime iff the corresponding ideal is a critical left idea, and if in 
addition A is commutative, p is a pseudo-prime iff the corresponding ideal is 
prime. 
For the following, the reader should be familiar with the concept of weight. 
(See [33, V, Definition 3.21 for the original version and [16, 7.21, and for the most 
general version, [19, D.11. For the properties of weight used here, the easiest 
source is [19].) 
3.11. Theorem. Let q E S,(0), q f t(@ 0). The following are equivalent: 
(i) w(q) = 1. 
(ii) w(H(q)) = 1. 
(iii) H(q) is indecomposable. 
(iv) H(q) = H(p) for some pseudo-prime p. 
(v) q is irreducible. 
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Proof. (i) *(ii). Let b E H(q) realize q, so that H(q) = H(b). By 3.4(iv), b 
dominates H(q) over 0, so w(H(q)) 6 w(q) = 1. Clearly w(H(q)) # 0. 
(ii)+(iii). Suppose H(q) =AAo@A1, Ai # {0}, i E 2. Since (0) #Ao, A1 c 
H(q), clearly Ai b H(q) (i E 2). But by 2.8, A. CL Al. Therefore by the definition 
of weight, w(H(q)) 2 2. 
(iii)+ (iv). By 3.1, H(q) realizes a pseudo-prime p. By 3.4(i), H(p) is a 
summand of H(q). Since H(q) is indecomposable, H(p) = H(q). 
(iv) 3 (i). Since H(q) = H(p), by 3.4(iv), p dominates q. p is a pseudo-prime, 
so w(p) = 1, hence w(q) = 1. 
(i) + (v). Suppose qo, q1 E S,(4) and q+ = qO+ n q:. Consider H(qo) CD H(ql), 
let ai E H(qi) realize qi (i E 2), SO by 2.2, u = (uO, al) realizes q. NOW a0 CL aI by 
2.8 and w(u) = 1, so either a& a0 or a CL al. Suppose a& uo. I claim that 
4: = 4+, which completes the proof. Since a & uo, for every ppf $(z, y), 
L@[u, a,]+ F $[a, O] by 2.1. Let I@(Z) Eq: (z some finite subset of x), let 
$(z, y) ::= ~(z -y). Since r/ Eq:, !=@[a, uO], hence k@[u, 0] so L ~[a]. That 
is, 3 E q+. 
(v) + (iii). Suppose H(q) = H(u), a realizing q, and H(q) =A0 CBA,, A0 # 
(0) #Al. Let a = (uo, al). If, e.g., a0 = 0 then a E Al, a proper pure submodule 
of H(q), contradicting 3.4(iii). Thus a0 f 0 #q. Since a dominates H(u) over 
0 (3.4(iv)), (0, ul) E H(u) implies that US (0, ai). Therefore there is a ppf 4 
such that k @[(uo, al), (0, al)] A -$[a, 01. But from the first conjunct it follows 
that i= $[uo, 0] (by projection). Hence t+(uo, 0) # t+(u, 0) = q. Similarly, 
t+(q, 0) # q. Thus q+ = t+(uo) n t’(ul) is a proper reduction of q. 0 
3.12. Corollary. 0 #A <PPf E, A indecomposable implies that A = H(a) for every 
a, 0 #a E A. In particular, A = H(p) for some pseudo-prime p. 
Proof. If Of a EA, then by 3.4(i), H(a) -CppfA and so H(a) is a non-zero 
summand of A. Therefore H(a) = A. By 3.2 for some a EA, 0 #a, t(a, 0) is a 
pseudo-prime. 0 
3.13. Corollary. Let 0 #A -$,f&. Then A has a non-zero indecomposable direct 
summand. 
Proof. For some a EA, 0 #a, t(a, 0) is a pseudo-prime p. Hence H(p) is a 
summand of A. q 
Remarks. Prest [26] and Ziegler [35] both establish that if p is a regular, then 
H(p) is indecomposable. As 3.10 reveals, the central connection is between 
weight 1 and indecomposability, not between regularity and indecomposability. 
The arguments in terms of weight go through in the more general contexts of 
arbitrary complete theories of modules as studied by Prest. It is interesting to 
note that both Prest and Ziegler define q to be irreducible (indecomposable) iff 
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H(q) is indecomposable, whereas 3.11 shows that ‘irreducible’ has its natural 
meaning. 
3.14 Proposition. Let qo, q1 E S,(O) have weight 1. Then H(qo) =H(qJ ifi 
qoxq,. 
Proof. First note that without loss of generality q1 is strongly regular, by 3.11 on 
the left hand side, and on the right hand side since in a tt theory, two types are 
non-orthogonal iff they are non-orthogonal to a common sr type. Let M i= T, 
N = M Cl3 H(qo) zM(q, 1 M). If H(q,J =H(ql), then q1 1 M is realized in 
M(q, 1 M), hence qo,Xql (see Shelah [33, V, Exercise 3.161 or Makkai [19, 
D19’] for the property of sr types and b used here). Conversely, if qo,Xq,, then 
q1 1 M is realized in N by the property just mentioned, so M < M @ H(qJ < 
M $ H(qo). Therefore for some A, M CD H(qJ 63 A =,,, M CB H(qo), so H(qJ CD 
A = H(qo), and so, since q. has weight 1 and therefore H(qo) is indecomposable, 
A = (0) and H(qJ =H(qo). 0 
3.15. Corollary (T:). Let Z,, Z, be critical left ideals. Then 
loLlI if E(AIZo) = E(AIZJ. 
Proof. Strictly speaking, only the tt case (A Noetherian) follows from the above 
proposition. But an even simpler proof based on 3.7 and 3.9 can be given, and I 
leave this to the reader as an exercise. This corollary is a version in model- 
theoretic terminology of Proposition 2.2 of Lambek and Michler [15]. 0 
Remarks. In my abstract [12,’ 80T-ES61 reporting my results on Ti, A 
Noetherian, the following sentence occurs: “Any two such types [sr types] which 
are non-orthogonal are in fact equal”. This is incorrect, and the sentence should 
begin “If A is commutative, then . . .“. The following sentence should begin “A 
representative set .?? of primes . . .“. This does not affect the validity of the main 
result announced there, for which see the next section of this paper. 
4. Decomposition theorems 
Throughout this section, T is a complete totally transcendental theory of 
abstract modules satisfying T = T %. Once again, I illustrate the ideas involved by 
looking more closely at the theories TA, but in this section I always assume that 
A is left Noetherian so that TT, is tt. 
First I give an entirely model-theoretic proof of Garavaglia’s theorem on the 
unique direct sum decomposition of tt modules. This has as a corollary the classic 
theorem of Matlis [20] on injective modules over a Noetherian ring, among others 
already noted by Garavaglia [9]. I refer the reader to this article for other 
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algebraic consequences of the theorem. Then I examine in detail the strongly- 
regular decomposition of types in Ti and show that it is, in a certain sense, 
‘definable’. This contrasts quite strongly with the situation in other tt theories. 
Finally I prove a primary decomposition theorem for S,(0) which, by analogy with 
Ti, generalizes the classic Lasker-Noether primary decomposition of ideals in a 
commutative Noetherian ring. 
4.0. Proposition. Let A be a direct summand of E. Then A can be written as a 
direct sum of indecomposable modules. 
Proof. By 3.13, A has a non-zero indecomposable direct summand. Call a 
collection of non-zero indecomposable summands of A free if F is independent 
over 0 and C F is pure in A. Clearly the union of an increasing chain of free 
families is again a free family. By Zorn’s lemma choose a maximal free family F. 
By 2.11, C F is direct and pure in A, so by 1.11, C F is a summand of A, 
A = C F + A’ (dir). Now, if A’ # {0}, then A’ again contains an indecomposable 
direct summand A”, and by 2.11, F U {A”} ’ f is ree, contradicting the maximality 
of F. Hence A = CB F. 0 
4.1. Theorem. Let A be a direct summand of Q. Then A may be written uniquely 
(up to order) as a direct sum of indecomposable modules. 
Furthermore, if 9 is a representative set of the equivalence classes of the 
pseudo-primes of T under X, then A = $ps~H(p)(Ep), where aP = dim(p, A), 
the dimension of p in A, that is, the maximum cardinal@ of an independent set of 
elements of A realizing p. 
Proof. By 4.0, A may be written as a direct sum of indecomposable modules, by 
3.11 and 3.14 these may be taken to be H(p) for some p E 9, so A = 
epeq H(p)‘“r’ for some cardinals aP. By 2.11 the family of indecomposables in 
this representation is independent, and by 3.11 the weight of each H(p) is 1. 
Thus the cardinals ‘Ye are uniquely determined as dim(p, A) for each p E $9’ since 
dimension is well defined for weight-l sets and p,Xt(H(p)). 
4.2. Corollary (Garavaglia’s Theorem [9, Theorem 41). Let M be any tt module. 
Then M may be written uniquely as a direct sum of indecomposable modules. 
Proof. Th(MKo)) satisfies the conditions set out before (4.0) hence 4.1 applies to 
M, a direct summand of MC”“. 0 
4.3. Corollary (Matlis’ Theorem [20]). Let M be an injective module over a left 
Noetherian ring A. Then M may be written uniquely as a direct sum of 
indecomposable injective modules. 
Furthermore, if 9 is a representative set of the equivalence classes under,X of 
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the critical left ideals of A, the decomposition is given by 
M = @PEP E(A/P)(“” 
where cu, = dim(P, M) as calculated in the theory T/*2. 
Remark. The main point to be made here is that the uniqueness part of these 
three results follows from the uniqueness of dimension for weight one types. The 
previous proofs all appeal to the classical Krull-Remak-Schmidt-Azumaya 
lemma on modules with local endomorphism ring, and so even Garavaglia’s proof 
in [9] has a strongly algebraic flavour. 
4.4. Theorem. Let q E S*(O). H(q) h as a decomposition as in 4.1. The following 
are equivalent (where the pi, i E Z, are pseudo-primes): 
(i) H(q) = @i.~H(p,), 
(ii) H(q) s H(@ie!Pi), 
(iii) 4 B @i.,Pi. 
In addition, (i)-(iii) imply that w(q) = 111. (Here a and 8 are the relation of 
‘domination’ and the induced equivalence. See [16] and [19].) 
Proof. The final comment is immediate from (iii), the fact that each Pi has weight 
1, and the additivity of weight. 
(i) 3 (ii). Let A = H( @ ielpi), B = @i.IH(pi). Let {ai 1 i E I} CA realize 
8 ie=Pi, that is, ai realizes Pi for each i E Z and {ai 1 i E Z} is independent over 0. 
By 3.4 for each i E Z there is Ai Xppf A, a, E Ai z H(pi) and ai dominates Ai over 0. 
Thus {Ai I i E Z} is independent and by 2.11, Cier Ai is direct and pure in 6, hence 
in A. But again by 3.4, A is minimal over {ai I i E Z}, SO A = CialAi (dir), that is, 
A=B. 
(ii) + (iii). Let A, { a i I i E Z} be as in the preceding paragraph and let b E A 
realize q. By 3.4, since A = H(q), b dominates {ai I i E Z} over 0, and since 
A = H( @ ielpi), {ai I i E Z} d ominates b over 0. Thus by the definition of 8, 
4- Q @ idpi. 
(iii) * (i). Suppose q s %I ialpi, and also for some pseudo-primes p,!(j E J), 
H(q) = $jcJ H(pj). Then by (i) + (iii) already established, q 8 @j,JP,!. By the 
uniqueness of sr decompositions there is a bijection f :Z+J with Pi/KP;ci, for all 
i. By 3.14, H(pi) z H(P;(i,) for all i, SO H(q) s $islH(pi)e q 
4.5. Lemma (T:). Let the left ideal Z determine a pseudo-prime, A 4 I. Then Z : A 
determines a pseudo-prime, and ZX (I : A). 
Note. For this lemma it is not necessary that A be Noetherian, only that Z 
determines a regular l-type of TT, over 4. By comparing the differing notation 
and terminology, it is easy to see that this result is just a model-theoretic version 
of Proposition 2.8 of Lambek and Michler [15]. 
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Proof. Let .Z = Z : A. Then J : 1 = I: A so J,4!Z by 3.7 (1 $ .Z since A $ I). It is then 
sufficient to see that .Z is critical. Suppose 0 4 y E E(A/Z) and .Z c arm(y). Consider 
the map f : ((A/Z))-, ((y)): ,uA/Zw py. f is a well defined homomorphism since 
ann(A/Z) = I: A = .Z c arm(y). By a fundamental property of injective modules, f 
can be lifted to an endomorphism a of E(A/Z). Then y =f(A/Z) = a(A/Z) = 
la(l/Z). Thus arm(y) = ann(a(l/Z)):A. Since (Y is a homomorphism, 
ann(a(l/Z)) 1 ann(l/Z)) = Z, But Z is critical, therefore ann(o(l/Z)) = Z, so 
arm(y) = Z : A= J. Thus .Z is critical. 0 
4.6. Corollary (compare Lambek and Michler [15, Theorem 2.13]), (TA). Let A 
be left Noetherian. 
(i) Zf E is an indecomposable injective A-module, 0 #e E E, then for some A, 
arm(e) : A is regular, that is 0 # ile has a strongly regular type. 
(ii) Zf M is any injective A-module and 0 # b E M, then for some A, 0 # Ib and 
3Lb has a strongly regular type. 
Remark. It follows immediately by 3.1(i) that some element a of M satisfies a sr 
type. But this corollary says more: given any non-zero b E M, we can calculate 
such an a from b by a simple scalar multiplication. 
Proof. (i) E = E(A/Z) for some critical left ideal I, and E is an essential 
extension of A/Z, so for some A, ,u, Ae = cl/Z. By 4.5, p/Z has strongly regular 
type. 
(ii) By 4.2, M can be written as a direct sum of indecomposable injective 
modules, and by considering only those summands in which b has a non-zero 
component, without loss of generality M is a finite sum, M = @ii,, Ei, and 
b = (bi)i<,. 
Claim. There is u E A such that 0 # ,ub and for every i < n, 
ann(pbi) = ann(pb) or ann(pbJ = A. 
Proof of Claim. If A # ann(bi), A # ann(bj) and ann(bi)\ann(bj) # 0, pick 
p0 E ann(bi)\ann(bj). Then ,u,b #O (since uobj#O) and uob has at least one 
more component (namely ,uobi) equal to zero than b. So, by recursion, I find 
p=Z&*. . . * p, (some m < n) with the desired property. 
Suppose ,ubi #O. By part (i) there is A such that Aubi has regular type. 
By the choice of ZA, t(Aubi, 0) = t(hub, O), that is &ub has strongly regular 
type. 0 
4.7. Theorem (T:). Let A be Noetherian, M an injective A-module, q E S,(M) a 
non-algebraic type, b k q. Then there are (a&, independent over 0 and from M, 
each ai definable from b over M, such that (t(a,, O))i+, is a strongly regular 
decomposition of q. 
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Remarks. SO if pi = t(a,, fi), then pi is strongly regular and q ep,, @ - . - @P~-~. 
This theorem picks out a ‘best possible’ sr decomposition of the type q: all the 
types are over 0, and the decomposition is, in some sense, definable. It is not 
claimed that every decomposition is definable in this way. This is much stronger 
than what holds in the general case, for which see Shelah [33, Theorem V 4.111. 
Shelah’s result requires that we work in W, and we obtain only ‘semi-regular’ 
types. 
Proof. Since M is injective, E(M U {b}) = MCJ3N for some injective N. Let 
b = (m, b’) in MCBN. Since b’ (i.e., (0, b’)) is definable from b over M, it will 
be sufficient to find (a&+ as described, definable from b’ over 0. 
Let MO be any model of TA, MO IL M U {b}, so MO is injective. Let 
Ml = M&BM. Now Ml -C M,@N are both models of TT, and clearly b’ realizes 
q’=q[M, jut s as in the proof of 3.4, 3.4(a). M,(q’)= M,CBN by 3.4(a). The 
strongly regular resolution theorem for tt theories is given as Exercise V 3.14 in 
Shelah [33], and is expounded more fully by Lascar [16, 4.21 and Makkai [19, 
0.191. So M,@N has a sr resolution over M, and by 3.2 I may take the types 
involved to be the appropriate non-forking extensions of sr l-types (pi)i<n over 
0, where (piL is a sr decomposition of q. Thus, by a slight abuse of notation, 
Ml(q’) = M,@N = M,(pJ(pJ . . . (p,_J, where q g @i<npi. If for each i <II, Ei 
is the unique indecomposable injective associated with pi (3.6), then by 3.4(a), 
M,$N=.,,,, Ml@@i<, Ei. Thus b’ can be written as an element of @i<n Ei, that 
is, 6’ = (bi)i<,. 
Now I claim that ann(b’) = ni<, ann(b,) is an irredundant decomposition. For 
suppose, say, that ann(b,) 3 n,,,<, ann(bi). Let b” = (0, bi)o<l<,. From 
ann(b’) = ann(b”) and b’ & M,, b”& Ml it follows that t(b”, M,) = t(b’, Ml) = q’. 
But b”E Ml$@o<i<, Ei, SO it follows that M(q’) s M,(Pl) * * * (p,_J, 
contradicting that (pi)i<n is a sr decomposition of q, since q’ = q 1 MI. 
Thus, for each i <II, there is pi E (nj<n,n+i ann(bj))\(ann(bi)). (In case that 
n = 1, note that n 0 = A.) Thus pibj # 0 iff i = j. Now 0 # pibi E Ei, an indecom- 
posable injective, SO by 4.6 there is Ai such that ~i~ibi has strongly regular type. 
Let Ui := Aipib’, let p: := t(ai, 0). Each pi is strongly regular and pi,Xp, by 3.14, 
so (Pl)i<n is a strongly regular decomposition of q definable from b over M as 
described. 0 
4.8. Definition. Let p be a pseudo-prime, q E S,(0). 
(i) q is p-primary if for every pseudo-prime p’, q,Xp’ iff p,Xp’. q is primary 
if it is p-primary for some p. 
(ii) p belongs to q if p,Xq. 
Remarks. In the context of TT, recall Theorem 3.7 and the remarks following. By 
those remarks and the next proposition it will follow immediately that, for A 
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commutative Noetherian, an ideal J is P-primary for a strongly regular ideal P iff 
J is P-primary in the usual algebraic sense. 
4.9. Proposition. Let p, q E S,(0), p a pseudo-prime. The following are 
equivalent: 
(i) q is p-primary. 
(ii) q is realized in H(p)‘“’ for some n < o. 
(iii) q sp’“) for some n < 0. 
(iv) H(q) = H(p)‘“) for some n < o. (Here p(“) is the n-fold Lascar product of 
p with itself.) (Of course, the least n which can occur in (ii), (iii) or (iv) is the 
weight of q.) 
Proof. (iii) and (iv) are equivalent by (4.4) and (iv) 3 (ii) is immediate. 
(i) 3 (iv). The weight of q is necessarily finite, so by 4.4, Z-Z(q) = $+ H(p,) 
for some pseudo-primes Pi. Since q is p-primary, by 3.14, H(p,) = H(p) for all 
i < n, so H(q) = H(p)‘“‘, where n = w(q). 
(ii)+(i). Since q is realized in H(p)‘“‘, H(q) <ppfH(p)(n). If p’ is a pseudo- 
prime, p’,Xq, then p’ is realized in H(q) hence in H(p)(“) =ZZ(p’“‘). Therefore 
p’/xp’“‘, sop’/xp. El 
4.10. Proposition. In the following, all types are in S,(0) and p, p’ are 
pseudo-primes. 
(i) p,Xp’ j (q is p-primary iff q is p’-primary). 
(ii) q is p-primary iff (Vr) [q,Xr j pxr]. 
(iii) q is irreducible 3 q is primary. 
(iv) A finite intersection of p-primary types is p-primary, and conversely any 
p-primary type is a finite intersection of irreducible p-primary types. (See 
Definition 3.1O(ii) for ‘ rl ‘.) 
Proof. (i) and (ii) are immediate by the definition of primary and the properties 
of ,A with respect to sr types. (iii) follows immediately from 3.11 and 4.9 . 
(iv) Let (qi)i<n be p-primary types, qi realized in H(P)(“~). Then mi<,, qi is 
realized in H(p)‘“‘, where m = pi<, ni, hence by 2.2 SO is n,<,, qi, which is, as a 
consequence, p-primary. 
For the converse, suppose q is p-primary, q realized in H(p)(“) by (ai)i<n, and 
without loss of generality ai # 0 for all i <n. Then each t(ai, 0) is irreducible 
p-primary by 3.11 and (iii), and q = n,<, t(a,, 0) by 2.2 0 
4.11. Theorem (‘Lasker-Noether decomposition’). Let q E S,(0), w(q) = m, all 
other types also in S,(0). Then: 
(9 4 = n ,<,,, ri with ri irreducible for i <m and the decomposition is 
irredundant. 
(ii) Let ri be pi-primary. Then q a @i<mpi. 
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(iii) In (ii) group together equivalent pseudo-primes and write 
4s @p(ni) with j<j'<n 3 pjJ-Pj* 
j<n 
Then { pj 1 j < n} and the correspondence pj I-+ ni are uniquely determined by q up 
to K. 
Proof. w(q) is finite so by 4.4, H(q) g @iCrn H(pi) for some pseudo-primes 
(Pi)i<m where m = w(q) and q G BiCmpi. Now q is realized by some (ai)i<m so 
4 = n,<, G, 0) w h ere t(ai, 0) = ri is irreducible pi-primary. The decomposition 
is irredundant (or else, just as in the proof of 4.7, a summand could be omitted 
from the essentially unique decomposition H(q) = eiCrn H(p,)). The sr decom- 
position of q is unique up to A, so the uniqueness results in (iii) follow 
immediately. 0 
4.12. Corollary (Normal decomposition theorem). Let 9 be a set of 
representatives of the ,X-classes of pseudo-primes. Let q E 2$(O). Then q has a 
normal decomposition, that is, q = nj<, 5, where for each j <n, 5 is pi-primary 
for some pj E 9; for j < j’ =C n, pj # pl; and the decomposition is irredundant. 
{pi ) j < n} is the set of pseudo-primes (in 9) belonging to q and is uniquely 
determined by q. In addition, for each j < n, w(q), the number of irreducible 
pi-primary types necessary to represent rj as an intersection, is uniquely determined. 
Proof. Immediate. Cl 
Remarks. By specializing to the theories Ti, A Noetherian, I immediately obtain 
the well known Lasker-Noether decomposition theorem in the commutative case 
and a slightly weaker version of Lesieur and Croisot’s generalization [18] of this 
theorem to the non-commutative case. My terminology does not follow the 
normal algebraic usages in the non-commutative case. The usual algebraic 
definition of ‘primary’ can be generalized directly to the non-commutative case; 
this is not particularly useful. Lesieur and Croisot are forced to look for a 
stronger property and introduce ‘tertiary ideals’. My uniform definitions of 
‘pseudo-prime’ and ‘primary’ work satisfactorily in both the commutative and 
non-commutative cases, yielding the tertiary ideals in the latter case. The final 
part of 4.ll(iii), and the corresponding part of 4.12 (“the map pj ~nj is uniquely 
determined”) is not explicitly stated in any of the algebraic treatments of the 
Lasker-Noether decomposition theorem that I have seen, although of course it is 
an easy consequence of the standard proofs. What this says is that, although the 
irreducible P-primary ideals occurring in the decomposition of an ideal I may not 
be uniquely determined, the number of irreducible P-primary ideals is, for each 
P. 
In the non-commutative case, regular ideals are not necessarily prime, even in 
the weak sense of prime left ideals. Instead, as has already been noted, they are 
exactly the critical ideals defined in [15]. Lambek and Michler give several 
important properties of prime and critical ideals, which may be rephrased in 
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stability-theoretic terms. (In reading [15] the reader is reminded to keep in mind 
that they talk about right ideals in a right Noetherian ring, whereas I work on the 
left.) The following numbers all refer to results from [15]. Corollary 2.9 shows 
that a critical ideal P satisfies an algebraic property like primeness: I2 P, 
J 3 P j IJP P. By 2.13, every regular left ideal is non-orthogonal to some 
critical prime left ideal. Theorem 3.9 says that every two-sided prime ideal P is 
primary in my sense, and w(P) is the ‘left Goldie dimension’ of the ring A/P. 
5. Historical remarks and summary 
At several points in this paper I reprove some results of other researchers by 
new methods. In this section I will try briefly to put this work in the proper 
perspective in regards to its relationship to the work of others, and to emphasize 
why the new proofs are interesting or important. I will also indicate the influence 
that this other work has had on the final version of my results as they appear 
here. 
One of these influences was somewhat negative: I have felt that an important 
goal of the model-theoretic approach to algebra is to demonstrate the generality 
of certain results by showing that they are essentially model-theoretic in nature. 
Thus in each of the results presented in this paper I have tried to use as much 
model theory and as little algebra as possible. 
The paper of Prest [26] develops the theory of orthogonality and regular types 
in arbitrary theories of modules. It is interesting to note that although the context 
is often quite different, the theorems and their proofs are very similar to the ones 
that I have presented here. In particular, Prest’s theorems 18-23 are natural 
generalizations of my results. My work and Prest’s was carried out independently. 
However I have modified somewhat the presentation of my results, especially in 
regards to general tt theories of modules in the light of kind suggestions made by 
Mike Prest after he saw my original manuscript [private communication, 19811. 
Another substantial change from the early (1980-1981) version of these results 
is the emphasis on weight-one sets, rather than on strongly regular types alone. 
This has resulted in a substantial clarification of proof and a more concise 
statement of results. 
Both Prest [25] and Ziegler [35] discuss compact hulls and indecomposable 
compact modules in great generality and in a generally model-theoretic setting. 
There are two important points to what I have done that seem at first somewhat 
contradictory. Firstly, in the context T = TKO, tt, the results are very reminiscent 
of well-known algebraic results, especially as has been seen in Section 4. 
Secondly, in the same context, the proofs can be accomplished with very little 
algebra. Indeed, the compact hulls which are so important in the very general 
treatment by Prest and Ziegler arise in my work as a natural consequence of the 
existence of prime models. [26] makes explicit the connection between indecom- 
posable compact modules and regular types, as does, to a lesser extent, the final 
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chapter of [3.5]. It is important to recall (see the remarks after 3.13) that we can 
take a standard definition of the irreducibility of q+ as our starting point for 
studying the indecomposable module H(q). Ziegler [35, Theorem 4.41 is related 
to this (it says something about domination), and Prest’s forthcoming [28, 
Chapter 41 contains a complete treatment of all aspects of indecomposability in a 
somewhat more algebraic setting. 
Ziegler also proves the most general theorem about the decomposition of 
compact modules, due, apparently to Fisher [See 3.5, Theorem 5.11. Again the 
proof of uniqueness is by means of the Krull-Remak-Schmidt-Azumaya 
theorem, and one might ask if the general stability theory of modules developed 
in [23], [25] and [26] . IS enough to give a proof of Fisher’s theorem in the same 
spirit as my proof of Garavaglia’s theorem: namely, that uniqueness is a 
consequence of the fact that indecomposables have weight 1. This is a matter for 
further research. 
The proper context for such research is probably nothing more than T = TN". 
Thus I propose the following question related to the KRSA theorem and Fisher’s 
theorem: 
Problem. Suppose (Ai)isr are modules with End(Ai) a local ring for all i E I. Let 
T = Th(@ielAi(KO)) (so that T = TKo and each Ai is a summand of a model of T). 
Is it the case that w(Ai) = 1 for all i E I? 
As to the elementary theory of forking, I only need the theorem of Garavaglia 
quoted as 2.0 here, in fact for the most part I use only its Corollary 2.1. This has 
the important consequence 2.2 (this simple idea dates back to my earliest work on 
the subject) and 2.8. Because of the approach I take, avoiding the introduction of 
a lot of algebra to establish the theory of compact hulls, I need the additional 
Lemmas 2.9, 2.10 and 2.11. I do not need any of the more general (and more 
complicated) results of Pillay and Prest [23] on forking in modules. 
My decomposition theorem for S,(0) appears to be an entirely new generaliza- 
tion of the Lasker-Noether and Lesieur-Croisot results from algebra. Of course 
the model-theoretic proof is also new. This theorem raises many interesting 
questions. To what uses are these two theorems put in algebra? Does my 
generalization have corresponding uses in complete tt theories of modules? Do 
any ideas carry over to the study and uses of sr decompositions in general tt 
theories? 
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